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The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the effects of four different types of 
scout vehicles when performing a zone reconnaissance as part of a battalion movement-to-
contact. The four different types are the current HMMWV (Highly Mobile Multi-Purpose 
Wheeled Vehicle), and three variants of the future scout vehicle (heavy, moderate. and 
light). The analysis used the Janus(A) High Resolution Combat Model with a southwest 
Asia scenario. Operators at Fort Knox, K Y and at the Naval Postgraduate School 
conducted the simuiation. Six measures of effectiveness (MOEs) were used in the study. 
To detect any significant differences between the vehicles each alternative was compared 
using Schefte's and Tukey's Methods of Multiple Comparisons. The Hierarchical 
Additive Weighting Method was used to rank the alternatives to determine the best vehicle 
suited for conducting this specific mission. The results from the data collected from both 
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The scout platoon at the battalion level currently consists of ten HMMWVs 
(Highly Mobile. Multi-purpose. Wheeled Vehicles). This platoon does not have the 
capabilities to conduct security and reconnaissance missions into the next century By ihe 
year 20 I 0, the Anny needs a vehicle that incorporates emerging technology and can 
successfully conduct all missions of the scout platoon By using computer simulation one 
can analyze different vehicle characteristics for the scout platoon to detennine the best 
vehicle suited for the scout piatoon missions. 
The Janus(A) High Resolution Combat Model was chosen as the computer 
simulation model because of its ability to provide details down t0 the individual vehicles 
The initial step in the 1nalysis was to design u computer scenario that would aid in the 
process of selecting the best alternative for the ~out platoon. Because of the continued 
tension with Iraq, southwest Asia was chosen as lhc terrain ~;n which to dv the 
simulation An Iraqi battalion. conducting a meeting engagement was the enemy 
cm:ountcrcd In n dc$Crt scenario. C(lnducting n zone rt.-connaissancc a:o J>art ~)r a bnHalion 
mcw~mcnt·t(H,'.Qntact is one of the important missions <)f the scout plutonn. so thi!' wa~ 
tht! tniS!iion analyzed Si~ measures of cfl\!ctivcnuss were used to ctuantily thl~ rcsult:o; 
obtained trom running the computer simulation 
The second step in the analysis was to determine if any signiticam difrcrenccs 
existed between the HMMWV platoon and the combined results of the tuturc scout 
vehicle Scheflc's Method of Multiple Comparisons was u$ttd to compare the uvcnt.gc of 
the results from the three variants of the future scout vchidc against the reM~ Its wHC<'H ... '<l 
from the HMMWV platom1 This a1mlysis demon~ratcd that significant d1tTcrc.rlc•~ did 
exist between the platoons 
Once significant diffcret\CC-~ were detected wath the initial comparison. the third 
step in the analysis was to conduct compari!'ons among the four distinct platoot'S 
Tu~-..:y's Method ofMultiple ComJ>arisons was used to determine ifsignitlcalll diO~rcnccs 
xi 
existed between the platoons. This method revealed the differences between the platoons 
but could not quantifY the results to lead to the selection of the best alternative for 
configuring the scout platoon. The final step in the analysis was to use the results from 
Tukey's method to quantifY the results. The Hierarchical Additive Weighting Method was 
the tool used to accomplish this quantification. The existence or nonexistence of 
significan! differences were used as inputs into the weighting method in order to rank the 
alternatives. When analyzed using these specific parameters, the data collected from both 
sets of operators indicated that the heavy variant of the future scout vehicle is the best 
configuration of the scout platoon. 
xii 
I. INTRODUCTioN 
The Commander must he able to see the ha.t/e.fieid lhe first step in 
winning is seeing the battlefield. {f the commander can't see the 
hattlefield- before and during the hattie - the day. the hallie, maybe even 
the war is lost. {Ref 1 I 
A. OVERVIEW 
To win on the battlefield, the heavy armor battalion commander must synchronize 
all of his combat multipliers tv to~.~us combat power at the decisive time and place. Two 
important considerations f-:>r commanders are that of reconnetissancc and security. 
Accurate r~connaissance and security opt:rations provide the commander the necessary 
information to mass h1s force and exploit the enemy's weaknesses. Reconnaissance 
success ts a n(. ~~ '""'Y pre-condition fol mission succss. The scout platoon is organi.zed. 
equipped, and tramed to conduct reconnaissance and security tor the battalion··sized unit. 
The scout platoon serves as the commander's eyes and ears on the battlefield. It provides 
current battlefield inf:>rmation to help the commander plan and conduct tactical 
operations. As technology changes, the scout platoon must also maintain its capability 
and effectiveness. thus giving the commander the most reliable information on which to 
make his decisions. The primary missions of the scout piatoon arc: 
• Reconnaissance. 
• Screening in support of its parent unit. [Ref 2] 
Reconnaissance failures, throughout history. have cc.mtributcd directly to many 
military tailures. The battles of Gettysburg. Midway. Remagen. and Sontay. Vietnam arc 
all examples of rcconn!:>issancc failures. RAND data collect€.'<! at the National Training 
Center indicate that QO% of all successful missions arc charac.~tcrized by stJcccsstul 
reconnai ssancc. while in only 15% of all examined mtsstons was successful 
reconnaissance not accompanied uy m.jssion success. [Ref J] inherent in the continued 
success of rcconoaissancc is a vehicle that will be able to perfonn into the 21 st century /\ 
reiiSOilable approach is to study difl"crent coufigurattons of the scout vehicle and to 
~ -~------------- --------
determine which combination of characteristics is best for accomplishing the scout platoon 
missions. The effects of these different characteristics may be studied when implemented 
into the Janus(A) comb&t model used for analysis. After the simulation is run, pairwise 
comparisont> will be done on each scout platoon alternative to determine the superior type 
of vehicle fur accomplishing the mission. 
B. BACKGROUND 
The Army has recognized the 'lt'ed for a new s~cut ve~iicle. The foilowing 
conclusions were drawn from the Army Modernization Plan: 
Current scout vehicles cannot adequately collect thre~t inf0rmatior., 
locate targets, synchronize fire beyond line-of-sight, perform security 
m1ssions, identifY targets during periods of limited/ohscured vision and 
identii)' air/ground targets beyond visual range ... aud htegrate information 
for battiefield decision-making. [Ref 4] 
The Army has recognized these deficiencies and in the near and mid term has 
devised a strategy for improving current vehicles. In the far term (FYO I and beyond) the 
Army wants a different vehicle that employs maturing technologies. This vehicle needs to 
be a highly mobile platform incorporating stealth technology, advanC(!d vehicle electronics 
and communications, and integrated defensive measures tor high survivability The Future 
Scout Vehicle (FSV) must operate throughout the battlefield and use an integrated 
day/night. all-weather surveillance and target acquisition system to locate high priority 
targets. The FSV also has a direc.t tire weapon capable of defeating light annor, and 
performs the full rang~ of ground reconnaissance and security missions as well as ~~;onomy 
off(nce operations. {Ref 4: p. A-42] 
C. NATURE AND ROLE OF JANtJS(A) 
.JANUS(A) is a high resolution model used t(lr combat analysts The mndd is un 
interactive, two-sided. closed, stm:hastic ground combat simulation. Interactive refers to 
the ir.terplay be~ ween players who decide what to do in crucial situations dw ing simulated 
combat and the systems whkh model that combat. Two-sided refer to the two <)pposing 
2 
for,~es directed simultaneously by two sets of players. Closed means that the disposition 
of opposing forces is largely unknown to the players in control of the other force. 
Stochastic refers to the way the system determines the results of actions such as direct fire 
P.ngagements; according to the laws of probability. Ground combat means that the 
prinjpal focus is on ground maneuver and artillery units. [Ref 5] 
The JANUS data base describes systems extensively and in great detail. Individual 
fighting systems have distinct properties: dimensions. weight, carrying capacity, speed, 
weapons, and weapons capabilities such as range, type of ordnance, and other processes 
that influence combat outcomes. 
In TANliS, the simulation entities are individual combat vehicles or weapon 
systems giv!ng the analyst the ability to observe and modifY the parameters of individual 
combat processes. The-e modifications will generate observations to use in the analysis. 
The simulation used d·~it;zed terrain d~veloped by the Defense Mapping Agency, 
displaying it · n a form familiar to the military, using contour lines, roads, rivers, 
vegetation, and urba:1 dreas. u:giti1~d terrain features realistically affect visibility and 
A feature called AUTOJAN ;>ermits playba.:k or replay of a previously cxen1tcd 
Janus sccnarif) m.1. &)uring the original ~..:enr;o run. all manual actions made by the Ul:er~ 
are saved. When the s..;enario is replayed in AuTOJAN mode. the user (~~n sprcity th.rt 
one or mere of !he workstatiollf assignPd to the original scenari-:. run retrieve thei. manual 




II. MODEL METHODOLOGY 
If I am able to determine the enemy's di.\position while I at the same time 
conceal my own, then I can concentrate and he must divide ... and I can 
use my elllire strength to attack a fraction of his. f Ref fi j 
A. SCOUT PLATOON MISSION 
The scout platoon, as part of a battalion-sized unit. must perform numerous 
primary and secondary missions, to include: route reconnaissance, zone reconnaissance. 
area reconnaissance, screen, guard, and cover. The zone reconnaissance is one mission 
that the platoon must perform extensively in the desert scenario. Scouts conduct zone 
reconnaissance missions for their parent unit to provide early warning of enemy approach 
and to provide real-time information, reaction time, and maneuver space for the main 
body. A commander calls on scouts to conduct the zone reconnaissance for him when he 
needs advance warning of when and where the enemy is attacking. Operating over an 
extended area, the platoon fights only for self~protection and remains within its 
capabilities. It denies enemy reconnaissance units close-in observation of the main body. 
In this model. the scout platoon conducts a zone reconnaissance tor a balanced task force 
conducting a movement-to--contact. As currently configured, the vehicles in the scout 
platoon cannot efle~tively conduct a zone reconnaissance. The pmblem is to determine 
what type of vehicle is best suited for accomplishing this specific mission within the 
guidelines of a battalion movemenHo-contact. 
D. JANUS(A) TALIICAL SCENARIO 
I. ll. S. forces 
a. Mission 
The mission of the U.S. force is to conduct a mcvemcnt-to~contact o.tgainst 
an Iraqi tbrcc in southwest Asia. A movement-to-contact is an vpc• ation conduct~d to 
gain or reestablish contact with the enemy. Its purpose is the early development of the 
situation to provide an advantage prior to decisive engagement. A reconnaissance force 
precedes the main body to give it the necessary time to develop the situation. It 1s 
characterized by decentralized control and rapid commitment of forces from the march. 
b. Disposition of force.~ 
The scout platoon is conducting the zone reconnaissance mission for a 
balanced task force. The task force consists of two armor companies of 14 tanks (M I A2) 
each and two mechanized infantry companies of 14 infantry fighting vehicles (M2A2) 
each. The indirect fire support consists of the organic 120mm mortar platoon, a IS Smm 
self-propelled artillery battalion, and one section of MLRS (Multiple. Launched. Rocket 
System). 
2. Iraqi forces 
tr. Mifsion 
The Iraqi force will be conducting a meeting engagement. The general 
principals followed by Iraqi forces in meeting engagements include: 
o Avoiding enemy strong points 
• Rapid maneuver 
• Movement to the enemy rear [Ref 7] 
b. /Jispusititm of fim::e.,· 
The forces that the scout platoon and the task force will be cncountcnng 
arc in the advance party of an advance guard of a division column. The main combat 
vehicles in this size unit are 26 tanks (T72). I J infantry fighting vehicles (BMP-2), and a 
152mm artillery battalion in direct support. Figure I. on the next page. shows the 
disposition of forces at the beginning of the scenario. 
C. SCOUT PLATOON CONFIGURATIONS 
Four ditlercnt platoons will be studied. These platoons will be a base case. a 
future scout vehicle (light) version, a future scout vehicle (moderate) version. and a future 
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Figure l. Moveaueut-to-cout:lct 
scout vehicle (heavy) version. For the analysis, difterent characteristics of the vehicles will 
varied in Janus(A) according to the projected capabilities. The seven major attributes are 
artillery ballistic protection, direct fire ballistic protection, countermeasures, signature 
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factor, maximum land speed, sensors, and armament. Some characteristics of the FSV do 
not currently exist in Janus(A). Considering the projected capabilities for the FSV, a 
similar parameter from a vehicle that currently exists in the database will be used. For 
example, the heavy variant is projected to have a missile launcher system that exceeds the 
ca~ability of the current system. To model this improved missile system, the attributes of a 
Hellfire missile system were used. The countermeasures for the FSV variants degrade the 
missile probability of hit by 25%. This figure is assumed true for this study based on 
conversations with the Analysis and Force Development Divisions at Fort Knox. KY. 
The attributes used for each vehicle are explained in detail in the following paragraphs and 
summarized in Table I on page I 0. [Ref. 8] 
1. Base Case 
The base case scout platoon consists of the current ten Highly Mobile Multi-
Purpose Wheeled Vehicles (HMMWV). The HMMWV is up-armored to account tbr 
changes to the outside of the vehicle currently being developed. For artillery ballistic 
protection, the platoon vehicles have the characteristics of the average between an 
armored personnel catTier and a light wheeled vehicle. For direct tire ballistic protection, 
the characteristics are that of an up-armored HMMWV. The HMMWV does not have 
any current countermeasures that would affect the enemy's ability to engage it. It has a 
signature factor of 1.8 meters. The signature is the term used w describe the size of the 
vehicle that is presented to the enemy in the simulation. Tbe signature takes into account 
the height. width, and length of the vehicle. The larger the signature. the easier it is for the 
enemy to detect and engage the vehicle. The maximum land speed tor the HMMWV is 
I 05 km/hr. The sensors used tbr identifYing and classifying the enemy are the naked eye, 
7 X 50 binoculars, and a sight comparable to the MIA I thermal sight. Five HMMWVs of 
the platoon carry the 7.62mm machine-gun and a .SO caliber machine-gun. while the other 
five can-y the 7.62mmmachine-gun and the MK-19 grenade launcher. 
2. Future Scout Vehicle (light) 
The FSV (light) platoon consists of ten vehicles. Its primal) mission is to be able 
to detect the enemy at extended ranges. This platoon does not have the capability to 
destroy anything greater than enemy wheeled vehicles. For artillery ballistic protection, 
the FSV (light) has the average value between an armored personnel carrier and a light 
wheeled vehicle. The direct fire ballistic protection is the same as that of the up-armored 
HMMWV. Because of the projected stealth capability of the future scout vehicle, it has 
by use of countermeasures, the ability to degrade the probability that it will be engaged by 
an enemy missile system by 25%. Its signature factor is O.S meters. The maximum speed 
for the FSV (light) is 110 km/hr. The sensors on the vehicle are 8 X 50 binoculars, a mast 
mounted thermal sight, and a Target Acquisition ~esignation System (TADS-TV). The 
T ADS-TV consists of a Light Helicopter sight (LHX-TV) and an Air Defense Acquisition 
Tracking System (ADATS- TV). For its armament it only carries a 7.62mm machine-gun. 
3. Future Scout Vehicle (moderate) 
The FSV (moderate) platoon consists of ten vehicles. It is designed to detect the 
enemy at extended ranges and has the capability to destroy some light armored enemy 
vehicles For its aatillery ballistic protection, it has the average value of the characteristics 
between an armored personnel carrier and a medium tracked vehicle. For its direct tire 
ballistic protection it has the characteristics equal to a M 113 armored personne: carrier. 
The countermeasures are the same as the light version. Its signature factor is 0.8 meters 
The maximum land speed tbr the FSV (moderate) is 95 km/hr. The sensors it carries arc 8 
X SO binoculars. a mast mounted thennal sight, and a T ADS-TV. For its armament it has 
a 2Smm chain gun and can dismount a soldier to tire the Javelin. 
4. future Scout Vehicle (henvy) 
The FSV (hellvy) platoon consists of ten vehicles. lt is designed to detect the 
enemy at extended ranges and to defeat enemy armored vehicles. For its artillery ballistic 
9 
-protection, it has the average value of the characteristics between an armored personnel 
carrier and a medium tracked vehicle. For the direct fire ballistic protection is has the 
same characteristics as that of a M3 Bradley Fighting Vehicle. The countermeasures are 
the same as the light and moderate versions. Its signature factor is 1.2 meters. The 
maximum land speed for the FSV (heavy) is 89 km/hr. Its sensors are 8 X 50 binoculars, 
a mast mounted thermal sight, and a T ADS-TV. Its armament consists of a 2Smm chain 
gun, Javelin, and the Hellfire missile. The c!ifferent attributes for each platoon that are 
used in the Janus(A) database are summarized in Table I. 
FSV 
HMMWV Light Moderate Heavy 
Artillery Ballistic APC/Light APC/Light APC/Medium APC/Medium 
Protection wheeled wheeled tracked tracked 
vehicle vehicle vehicle vehicle 
Direct Fire Ballistic lt\IIMWV Up- HMMWV Up- MIIJ M3A3 
Protection armored armored 
Countermeasures none degrade missiles probability of hit by 25% 
Signature Reduction 
Factor 1.8 0.5 0.8 1.2 
.50 cal 7.62mm 25mm 25mm 
Armament 7.62mm Javelin Hellfire 
MKI'> GL Javelin 
Eyes TAOS-TV TAOS-TV TAOS-TV 
Sensors Binos (7x) Thermal Sight Thermal Sight Thcnnal Sight 
Ml Thermal (Mast mtd) (Mast mtd) (Mast mtd) 
Binos(8x) Binos (8x) Binos (Sx) 
Land Speed (kph) JCS 1 to 95 89 
Table I. Scout Platoon Attributes 
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III. ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY 
A. RUN MATRIX 
The IDvtMWV equipped platoon and the FSV variants will execute the movement-
to-contact mission one time. Five more runs will be executed using the AUTOJAN mode. 
AUTOJAN uses the actions of the first man-in-the-loop run and produces similar actions 
and reactions based on a random seed. The six runs will be accomplished by operators at 
Fort Knox, Kentucky and at the Naval Postgraduate School. Monterey. There are a total 
of 6 repetitions per cell. Each run produces a direct fire report. detection report, and 
coroner's report for analysis. The results from the summarized reports are included in 
Appendix A. 
B. OVERVIEW 
Initially. each location will be analyzed separately to determine the best alternative 
tor the scout platoon configuration. First, Schctle's multiple comparison test will be used 
first to determine the trends between the FSV vnriants. taken "Sa whole group. versus the 
HMMWV. Second, Tukey's multiple comparison test will be used to determine if 
significant differences exist between ail vehicle alternatives tor each measure of 
effectiveness. The significant differences will then be used for input into the hierarchical 
additive weighting method to establish the best vehicle vatiant taking all measures of 
ctfectiveness into consideration. 
C. ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF ANALYSIS 
This study will cortcentrate on four essential clements of analysis to detect any 
discernible differences between the different variants of the scout vehicles The clements 
will be conccmed with the scout platoon's ability to accomplish the basic collective tasks 
necessary to perlbnn a su(:ccssful zone reconnaissance as part of a battalion 
II 
l. Essential Elements of Analysis l 
The first essential element of analysis is to detennine how well is the platoon able 
to detect and report all enemy forces in its area of interest An integral component of any 
scout mission is its ability to perform reconnaissance. The scout platoon must report 
quickly and accurately to the battalion commander so he can make the proper battlefield 
decisions. The two measures of effectiveness used to quantify the platoons will be· 
• The average range of detections of Iraqi forces by U.S scout platoon 
personnel in the first forty minutes of the battle. 
• The total number of detections oflraqi forces by the U.S. scout platoon during 
the first forty minutes of the battle. 
The time element of forty minutes was used because that is when. during the 
simulation. the main body of the Iraqi force had closed to within engagement distance of 
the U.S. force. The scouts are able to hnve the greatest effect on the outcome of the 
battle during the initiallead~in to the main battle. 
2. Essential EJemeuts of Ao~lysis 2 
The second element of analysis is to determine how wcll is the platoon abic to 
survive while performing its mission The greater the number of vehicle!\ thai remain 
functional on the battlefield, the greater the capacity flu the platoon to conduct all of its 
missions, The one measure of effectiveness used for the analysis is 
• The number of U.S. scout platoon vehicles that survived at the completiofl of 
the battle 
The stopping critetilln for the completion of the bnttlc was when the US forces 
had captured their objective At this time. a numcaical count was taken of the remaining 
scout platoon vehicles. 
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3. Essential Elements of Analysis 3 
The third essential element of analysis is to determine how well is the scout 
platoon able to perform surveillance without being detected. The scout platoo:1 must be 
able to continually perfom1 surveillance on the enemy without compromising its position 
Once its position is jeopardized, the commander does not know if the scout platoon is 
receiving accurate intelligence infonnation or knowledge that the enemy wants him to 
receive The two measures of effectiveness used to quantifY the platoons will be: 
• The average range that the U.S. scout platoon vehicles were detected by Iraqi 
forces. 
• The time difference of the first U.S. detection and the first Iraqi detection. 
These measures of effectiveness will demonstrate whicn platoons were able to give 
the commander the maximum time to process his available information before having to 
give an execution order to his maneuver torces 
4. Essential EleaneDls of Analysis 4 
The kurth essential clement of analysis is to determine how well is the unit able tu 
repel andlur destroy enemy forces ll1e one measure of eflCc-tivcncss used ttJr the analysis 
lS. 
• The number of.lraqa kills by US. scouts. 
When the simulation has reached the stopping criterion. a numerical coolll is taken 
on the number of Iraqis that were killed by any we-apon !'!)'Stem on the scout ~>latO<m 
vehicles 1'his MO~ was uSt.~ because some commanders bclit.>vc it is important for the 
scouts to be able to kill the enemy within its rapability 
<;. Tlii ANALY~IS OF VARIANCE (ANOVAl MODtn. 
The basic clements of the ANOVA model for a single-factor study arc quite 
simple Corresponding to each factor level. there is a probability distributi(lfl of rc..<qWilS.Cs 
The ANOV A model assumes that 
• Each of the probabiiity distributions is normal 
• Each probability distribution has the same variance 
e The observations for each factor level are random observations from the 
corresponding probability distribution and are independent of the observations 
for any other factor level [Ref9]. 
In this study, the third assumption is supported by the nature of the simulation. 
Verifications are made ~n the first two. To determine if each of the probability 
distributions is normal, a normal probability plot of the residuals was constructed on some 
of the measures of effectiveness. This cursory analysis indicated a normal distribution 
with some departurr- · fwm normality, but as stated by Montgomery, "in general, 
moderate depart~·-r-s from nonnality are of little concern in the fixed effects analysis of 
variance. Since the F test is only slightly affected, the analysis of variance (and related 
procedure: such a~ multiple comparisons) is robust to the normality assumption." 
[Ref. HJ] 
A separate test will be conducted to determine if each probability distribution has a 
~ommor. variance. The Hartley test win be employed to test for common variances. The 
test will be illustrated on a few of the measures of effectiveness, but performed on all the 
remaining measures. 
I. Hartley Test 
The Hartley test is based solely on the largest sample variance, denoted by max 
(s,2 ), and the smallest variance, denoted by min (s,~). The test statistic is: 
max(s~) H= I 
min(s,~) ( I ) 
The appropriate decision rule for controlling the risk of making a Type I error at a is: 
If H ~ H( I - a; r, df), conclude Hu that variances are equal 
lfH > H( I -a; r, df), conclude H~ that variances are unequal 
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where H( I - a; r, df) is the ( i - a) I 00 percentile of the distrib'Jtion of H when H. holds, . 
~or r populations (lnd df degree~. C.·ffreedom for each variance [Ref 9: p. 619]. In this case 
H(.95; 4, 5) == 13.7. This vahe will be computed for two measures of effectiveness to 
illustrate that all measures of effectiveness satisfy the same variance assumption. 
1. Measure of L)Jectivene.~.~ I for Fort Knox Simulntion 
H = 0.2913 =I I.S 
0.0253 
since I I. 5 ~ 13.7, Ho is concluded that all variances may be treated as equal. 
2. Measure of Effectivenes.~ 3 for NPS Simulation 
H = 1.3667 = 2.05 
0.6667 
since 2. OS ~ 13. 7. Hn is concluded that all variances are assumed to be equal. A special 
consideration in usia1g this test concerns the measure of etlectivene.;s for the number of 
Iraqi kills for the scout platoon. In this case the variances for the HMMWV and FSV 
(light) platoons were zero because of the deterministic nature of the number of kills for 
these platoons. These platoons did not register a kill in twelve replications. nnd because 
cf the nature of the scenario and their armament will not register any kills in any future 
replications. Because of this situation. the test was only administered to the variances for 
the moderate an~ heavy variants of the FSY The single factor ANOVAs for all the 
measures of cflbctivt.ness arc included in Appendix B. 
H. 1·.a:THODS OF MULTIPLE COMPARISONS 
l. ScbeiTe's method of multiple comparisons 
Schcfle · s method of multiple comparisons is applicable tbr analysis of variance 
models The Schcffc Method applies tor analysis of variance models when the family ()f 
interest is the set of estimates of all possible contra~ts among the fgctN level means A 
contrast is a comparison involving two or more factor level means and includes the case 
l.S 
of a pairwise difference between two factor level means. Here the method will be used to 
contrast the FSV family of vehicles with the HMMWV to determine if the FSV variants 
outperform the HMMWV in all cases. A contrast vvill be denoted by L. and is defined as a 
linear combination of the factor level means p,: 
L = 'Lc,J.i, where 'Lc =0 I (2) 
The Scheffe method family confidence coefficient is exady 1- a. whether the factor level 
sample sizes are equal or unequal.. An unbiased estimator of L is: 
(3) 
1 I 
for which the estimated variance is: 
(4) 
and the probability is 1- a that all confidence limits of the type: 
{5) 
are correct simultaneously, where K is given by: 
K = ~(r- l)r1t- a;r -l.n, ~ r) (6) 
where r is the number of diflerent types of vehicles, llt is the total number of observations. 
and L is the difterencc of the means [R~f I 0: p. 72]. Thus if we were to calculate the 
confidence intervals for all conceivable contrasts then in ( 1- a) I 00 percent 0f repetitions 
of the experiment, the entire set of confidence intervals in the family would be correct. If 
the confidence interval contains zero then the compared vehicles nrc not significantly 
difll!rent. In the case of general cont·asts t'le Schefle method tends to give narrower 
cor~fidtmce limits and is therefore the preferred method. When only pairwise comparisons 
arc tt· · ~ made, the Tukey multiple comparison procedure gives narrower confidence 
limits and 1s therefore the preferred method. 
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2. Tukey's method of multiple comparisons 
The Tukey method of multiple comparisons considered here applies when the 
family of interest is the set of all pairwise comparison of factor level means. The Tukey 
method utilizes the studentized ranKe distribution. The procedure requires the use of 
q,L (a, f) to determine the critical value for all pairwise comparisons, regardless of how 
many means are in the group. Thus, Tukey's test declares two means significantly 
different if the absolute vale of their sample differences exceeds 
where qa.(a, f) is the studentized range statistic, and ,\'r is defined as 
' 





where MSE is the mean squared error of the residual and 11 is the number of replications 
(Ref 10: p. 78]. If the difference of the means of the compared vehicles is less than the T .. 
value than the two vehicles are not considered significantly different. In this analysis. 
Tukey's mc:~!1od will be used to compare each vehicle with every other vehicle. The 
results from Tukey's test will then be used in the hierarchical additive weighting method 




A. SCHEFFE'S METHOD OF MULTIPLE COMPAR~SONS 
1. Fort Knox simulation runs 
For the average range of U.S. detections the analysis yielded 
L= 5.73+6.16+6.29 -S.4S=0.6 l 
3 
( I)~ (I)~ (I)~ ( !)~ 0.1359 3 + 3 + 3 + -
6 
:::0.1738 
K::: ~3F[.95;3,20] = ~3(3.10) ::: 3.0496 
e = o.61 ± (3.0496){0.1738) = o.61 ± o.s3 
Using an a= 0.05, the confidence interval does not contain zero, so there is not a 
significant difference between the FSV family of vehicles and ~he HMMWV for this 
measure. Appendix C contains the computations of Scheffe's method for all the measures 
ofeflectiveness. The results for the MOEs are summarized in Table 2 below. 
Confidence Interval Significant 
-· Average range of U.S. detections 0.61 ± 0.53 Yes 
Total# detected by U.S. scouts 26.23 ± 20. 19 Ye.'i 
U.S. scout survivors S.61 ± 2.39 Yes 
A vg range of dct. of U.S. scouts 0.41 ± 0.69 No 
Time difference of first detections 3.60 ± 4.46 No 
#of kills by U.S. scouts 6.33 ± 1.80 Yes 
Table 2. Scbeffe's Metbod for Fort Knox 
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The FSV variants outperformed the HMMWV in four of the measures of effectiveness If 
all the MOEs are given the same degree of con<:ideration fm determining the best 
alternatives between the two choices, then the FSY variants are clearly the better type of 
vehicle. There were no discernible differences in the measures of the average range of 
detection by the Iraqi's of the U.S. scouts, or the time difference of the first detections. 
One would expect the FSV variants to be superior in the number of Iraqi kills because of 
the high degree of armament that exists on the heavy variant. The results do show that the 
FSV variants do detect the enemy, on the average, from a farther distance and they can 
monitor the enemy's actions more closely, as seen by the total number of detections. 
2. Naval Postgraduate School simulation runs 
The results f~:- the simulation runs made by the Naval Postgraduate School 
operators are summarized below in Table 3. 
Average range of U.S. detections 
Total# detected by U.S. scouts 
U.S. scout survivors 
Avg range ofdet. of U.S. scouts 
Time difference of first detections 
#of kills by U.S. scouts 
Confidence Interval 
0.42 ± 0.53 
37.17 ± 11.79 
3.50 ± 1.42 
0.11 ± 0.53 
5.79 ± 3.71 
10 61 ± 3.79 








In these simulation runs the FSV variants outperformed the HMMWV in fl1ur of 
the measures of eflectivcness. In this case the four measures were not the same as seen 
from the Fort Knox operators. There were no discernible ditTcrences in the average range 
of detection by the U.S. scouts or in the average range of detection by the Iraqis of the 
U.S. scouts. The Iauer measure of cftectivencss was the same for both sets of operators. 
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The data collected from the NPS operators indicated significance in the time difference of 
first detections. This contrast could be attributed to the difference in the execution of U.S. 
doctrine between themselves and the Fort Knox operators. The FSV variants did, '-J 
expected, outperform the HMMWV in the number of Iraqi kills. When all six MOEs are 
analyzed together, the FSV variant is the better alternative for conducting a zone 
reconnaissance as part of a battalion movement-to-contact. Since the FSV variants did 
outperfurm the HMMWV, the next step in the analysis is to rank the alternatives. 
B. TUKEY'S METHOD OF MULTIPLE COMPARISONS 
1. Fort Knox simulation runs 
The following results were obtained for the measure of effectiveness of the average 
range of detections: 
Vehicle 
Avg. range of detection 
q.ll5(4,20) = 3.96 
sr = [o.1359 = o.I505 
. v· 6 





where the lines serve as a schematic that represents the ditl'ercnce of the means that arc 
less than the T.u~ value. These lines represent the results that are not significantly different 
from each other. For example. in the first MOE. the lines are under the pairs HMMWV-
Iight. light - heavy, light moderate. and heavy - moderate. indicating no significant 
ditlcrenc-<! between these pairs of vehicles. Appendix D contains the comparisons tbr all 
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the measures of effectiveness. Table 4, on the next page, summarizes the relationship of. 
the vehicle configurations for all the MOEs. If Tukey' s method did not find a significant 
difference then NO was entered into the table while a YES was entered for a significant 
difference. 
MOE I - Avg ran! e of U.S. detections 
HMMwv Lig_ht Moderate Heavy 
HMMWV --- NO YES YES 
Light 
--- --- NO NO 
Moderate --- --- --- NO 
MOE 2- Total# detected by U.S. scouts 
HMMWV --- YES YES YES 
Light --- --- NO NO 
Moderate --- --- --- NO 
MOE 3- U.S. scout survivors 
HMMWV --- YES YES YES 
Light 
--- --- YES NO 
Moderate --- --- --- YES 
MOE 4- Avg range of U.S. scouts detected by Iraqi forces 







MOE 5 - Time difference of first detections 
HMMWV --- NO NO YES 
Light 
--- ~-- NO NO 
Moderate --- --- --- NO 
MOE 6- #of kills by U.S. scouts 





--- -~- --- YES 
Table 4. Tukey's Method for Fort Knox 
2. Naval Postgraduate School simulation runs 
The results from the simulation runs made by the Naval Postgraduate School 
operators are summarized in TableS en the following page. 
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MOE I - Avg ran~ e of U.S. detections 
HM1vfWV Light Moderate He!!'!'Y 
HMMWV --- NO NO YES 
Light --- --- NO NO 
Moderate -~- --- --- NO 
MOE 2- Total# detected by U.S. scouts 
HMMWV 
---
YES YES YES 
L!ght --- --- NO NO 
Moderate --- --- --- NO 
MOE 3- U.S. scout survivors 
HMMWV 
---
YES YES YES 
Light --- --- YES NO 
Moderate --- --- --- NO 
MOE 4- Avg_range of U.S. scouts detected by Iraqi forces 
HMMWV 
---







MOE 5- Time difference of first detections 
HMMWV 
---





I MOE 6- #of kills by U.S. scouts 
HMMWV 
--· 
NO YES YES 
Light 




TableS. Tukey's Method for NPS 
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C. HIERARCHICAL ADDITIVE WEIGHTING METHOD (HA WM) 
1. Fort Knox simulation runs 
Tukey's method enabled comparison between vehicles based on the individual 
MOE~. The hierarchical additive weighting method (HA WM) was employed in order to 
provide a structured approach for organizing the problem data to determine the best 
vehicle. The first step in establishing the priorities of elements in this problem is to make 
pairwise comparisons of the elements against the MOEs. The pairwise comparisons are 
best displayed in a matrix. The matrix is a t0ol that offers a framework for making all 
possible comparisons, and analyzing the sensitivity of overall priorities to changes in 
judgment. The matrix approach reflects the dual aspects of priorities: dominating and 
dominated. 
To begin the pairwise comparison process, start at the top of the hierarchy to 
select the measure of effectiveness that will be used for making the first comparison. Then 
from the level immediately below, take the vehicle alternatives to be compared. To fill in 
the matrix of pairwise comparisons, numbers are used to represent the relative importance 
of one alternative over another with respect to the mea:;ure of effectiveness. Values range 
from one {equal importance) through nine (extreme importance). Table 6. on the next 
page, summarizes the pairwise comparison scale. [Ref II] The numerically translated 
judgments are approximations, and arc entirely based on the experience and real·life 
apvlication of the system by the one assigning the relative impot1ancc. 
When comparing one element in a matrix with itself: the comparison must give 
unity. Always compare the first element of a pair (the element in the left·hand column of 
the matrix) with the second (the element in the row on top) and estimate the numerkul 
value from the scale in Table 6. The reciprocal value is then used tor the comparison of 
the second element with the first. 
After filling in the matrix. judgments must be synthesized to get an overall estimate 
of the relative priorities of the vehicles in relation to the measure of etiectiveness. To do 
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Intensity of importance Definition Explanation 
I Equal importance Two elements contribute 
equally to the property 
3 Moderate importance of one Experience and judgment 
over another slightly favor one element 
over another 
5 Essential or strong importance Experience and judgment 
strongly favor one element 
over another 
7 Very strong importance An element is strongly favored 
and its dominance is 
demonstrated in _Qractice 
9 Extreme importance The evidence favoring one 
element over another is of the 
highest possible order of 
affirmation 
Table 6. The Pairwise Comparison Scale 
so. add the values in each column and then divide each entry in each column by the total of 
that column to obtain the normalized matrix. This permits meaningful comparisons among 
the vehicles. Finally , the rows are averaged by adding the values in each row of tile 
normalized matrix and dividing the rows by the number of entries. 
lfTukey's method discerned a significant difference between vehicles. then a value 
of t1vc (strong importance) was assigned to the vehicle comparison matrix. otherwise a 
value of one was assigned. Initially, the value of five was chosen because it lies in the 
middle of the range of values. Appendix E contains th<! pairwise comparison matrix tor all 
the measures of effectiveness. Table 7 illustrates the pairwise comparison matrix for the 
first measure of eflectiveness for the Fort Knox operators. 
0'· 
HMMWV Light Moderate Heavy 
HMMWV I 1 1/5 1/5 
Light I I I I 
Moderate 5 I 1 I 
Henvv 5 I I I 
l'able 7. Eu.mpl~ of Pairwise Compatison lJsing M<n: t 
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Table 8 shows the normalized matrix for the first measure of effectiveness for 
obtaining the priority values. 
HMMWV Light Moderate Heavy Priority 
HMMWV 0.083 0.25 0.0625 0.0625 0.1115 
Light 0.083 0.25 0.3125 0.3125 0.2395 
Moderate 0.417 0.25 0.3125 0.3125 0.3230 
Heavy 0.417 0.25 0.3125 0.3125 0.3230 
Table 8. Normalized Matrix for MOE l 
The next step was to determine the relative imp01 tance among all the measures of 
effectiveness. Using military judgment. the MOEs fell into two groups. MOEs I through 
3 and MOEs 4 through 6. with MOEs in each group having equal importance. The first 
group contained the slightly more critical criteria and was assigned a value of three: Weak 
importance when compared to the other group of MOEs (Table 9). 
·u~1.1~ 'Ul.U.U IU.lU~ 'U.HUllll;lWIUU.W lUH;IU.ll:.tiW.:.U 'lU:~'.U.IIU.h~1. ·~Hoi Hlt:.iiH;rulUt~:I!{J.h.HHHlllHHlUHUII 
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The final step is the combining of the priority valu-es of the vehicles within each 
MOE and the prioraty values among the MOEs to determine the best !ihcmativc. The flnul 
priority score is obtained by multiplying MOE ptiority by the prjority of the vehicle with 
respect tu the MOE and summing across the rows The highest ~core represents the 
protcrrcd vehicle. Table l 0. on the next page. displays tht. final res, tits 
For the Fon Knox operators the heavy variant was ranked the best alhmtativc 
followed. in order. by the tight version. the moderate. and finally the HMMWV 
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Additional analysis was conducted on the sensitivity of the values assigned in the pairwise . 
comparison matrix. Use of the values of three, seven. and nine did not change the 
conclusion of choosing the heavy variant over the other alternatives. Also. because 
t 2 3 4 5 6 Priority 
Priority 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.083 0.083 0.083 
HMMWV 0.1145 0.0625 0.0616 0.25 0.1719 0.125 0.106 
Light 0.2395 0.3125 0.3981 0.25 0.2343 0.125 0.288 
Moderate 0.323 0.3125 0.1418 0.25 0.2343 O.li5 0.245 
Heavy 0.323 0.3125 0.3981 0.25 0.3594 0.625 0.361 
Table I 0. Combined Priorities 
of the dominance in firepower for the heavy variant. in the measure of effectiveness tor the 
number Jf kills. the rankings were redone with this measure deleted. Once again. the 
heavy variant was the preferred alternative Changing the values of the relative 
importance between the two group-, of the measures of effectiveness did not aftect 
choosing the heavy variant as the alternative tor the scout platoon vehicle 
2. Naval Postgraduate School sianuiation runs 
Table I I displays the priority matrix from the data produced by the NPS 
operators. 
I ~~~:~j::;~~F-~~fi-r::~f~·rif~!· :iii·:· ::·!I:: ... ···p;~~y•1 
~~~. ~;}t~L1~If~~~t]l:I ~lliL 1t~J 
Table 11. Combined PrioriCits 
Fm the NPS OlJCrators the heavy variant wai\ nuda.>d the best altcmativc followed, in 
llfdcr. by the light version. the moderate, and finally the tl~·fMWV As in the Fnn Knox 
case. adJusting thu values in the pairwise comparison matrix did not change thr final 
condu~ion of choosing the heavy variant The only change noticed was when the groups 
of MOEs were v;cighted equally. In this case .. the moderate version was ranked s.<!ConJ 
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with the light version ranking third and the HMMWV last. In all cases, the heavy variant 
is the preferred alternative as the vehicle tbr the scout platoon. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. CONCLUSION 
Using Scheffe's method with the Fort Knox operators, the FSV variants, taken as 
a group, outperformed the HMMWV in the following MOEs: a\·erage range of U.S. 
detections, total number detected by U.S. scouts, the number of U.S. scout survivors, and 
the number of kills by U.S. scouts. There were no discernible differences in the following 
two MOEs: the average range of detection by the Iraqis of the U.S. scouts, and the time 
difference of first detectio'ls. The analysis determined that the FSY variants were better in 
the number of kills by the U.S. scouts, but this was entirely due to the amount of kills 
registered by the heavy variant. Because of this fact one cannot conclude that all the 
variants are beHer than the HMMWV platoon in this measure. Considering the analysis of 
the other five measures, the FSV variants outperformed the HMMWV and are a better 
vehicle suited for the zone reconnaissance mission. 
Using Scheffe's method with the NPS operators, the FSV variants outperformed 
the HMMWV in the following MOEs: the total number detected by the U.S. scouts, the 
number of U.S. scout survivors. t~e time difference of first detections. and the number of 
kills by the U.S. scouts. There were no discernible differences in the f<lllowing two 
MOEs: the average range of detection by the U.S. scouts. and the average range of 
detet.tion by the Iraqi's of the U.S. scouts. The FSV variants did outperform the 
HMMWV in the number ofkills by the U.S. scouts. but th1s was due to the amount of kills 
registered by the heavy vm1ant. Based on the analysis. though. of all the measures. the 
FS V variant did outpcaibrm the HMMWV in pc.rfi..'lflning the tasks necessary to pcrf{mn a 
zone n.-connaissance. 
Based on Tukcy's method. in conjunction ,-.·ith HAWM. the heavy variant appears 
to be the best alternative for the scout platoon configuration when it pcrlorm~ a zon~: 
rt."Connaissance as part of a battalion movetnctlt-lc}-contact. When the MOEs (the 
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average range of U.S. detections, the total number detected by U.S. scouts, and the 
number of U.S. scout survivors) were weighted greater than the MOEs (the average range 
of detection by the Iraqi's of the U.S. scouts, the time difference of first detections. and 
the number of kills by the U.S. scouts), the rankings were, in order, the heavy variant, the 
light variant, the moderate variant, and the HMMWV. 1'hese rankings were consistent 
when computed with either the Fort Knox or NPS operators. 
When the measures of effectiveness were weighted equally the heavy variant was 
the best aiternative for both sets of operators. The rankings for the Fort Knox operators 
were the heavy variant. the light variant, the moderate variant, followed by the HMMWV. 
The rankings for the NPS operators were the heavy variant, the moderate variant. the light 
variant, followed by the HMMWV. Regardless of the operators the heavy variant was 
consistently the best alternative. 
B. RECOMMENDATIONS 
Given this mission of perfonning a zone reconnaissance cts part of a battalion 
movement-to-contact, under these specific circumstances, the recommendation would be 
to configure the scout platoon with the heavy variant of the Future Scout Vehicle. The 
conclusion was reached by analyzing data produced by independent operators in two 
ditl'erent locations: Fort Knox and the Naval Postgraduate School. 
The ditlercnces whhin the measures of etlectiveness could be based on the usc of 
distinct operators in both locations. The operators based the simulation runs on dl•!ir own 
experience and background for interpretation of current U.S. doctrine. One extension of 
this study would be to run the simulation with a group of operators that are alike in 
experience level in conducting a battalion level movcmenHo-contact and then c0mparc 
the results. 
In this study six measures of etrectivcncss. with varying degrees of importance. 
were used. The rankings of the importance of these measures were the views of the 
author in what is signifit:ant in condlicting a zone reconnaissance. There exist numerous 
ways in assigning weights in the hierarchical additive weighted method. One could use the 
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methods described within this study to asstgn different weights to the measures of 
effectiveness based on different scout platoon missions or objectives. Thus, these methods 
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APPENDIX A. MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
Fort Knox Simulation Runs 
FSV 
HUMMV Light Moderate Hea~ 
5.575 5.386 5.996 6.929 
4.735 5.603 6.423 5.698 
Average range of 5.402 5.738 6.228 6.762 
detection 
5.366 5.992 6.317 5.953 
5.802 6.068 6.408 5.763 
5.828 5.604 6.352 5.862 
HUMMV Light Moderate Heavy 
38 100 67 77 
34 64 57 44 
Total# detected by 33 53 61 54 
U.S. scouts 
54 68 85 87 
61 68 68 64 
31 62 65 81 
HUMMV Light Moderate Heavy 
I 10 8 10 
I 6 2 6 
U.S. Scout survivors 0 8 3 7 
0 5 4 6 
I 5 4 8 
0 8 4 6 
HUMMV Light Moderate Heavy 
3.783 3.177 3.600 4.009 
3.789 3.369 2.827 3.382 ·-
Average range of U.S. 4.012 J.206 3.216 :!.:>~-~ 
scouts detected by 
IRAQ 
J.SS I 4.276 3.510 3.123 
3.847 4.134 4.161 2.535 1--· 
.l916 3.399 3.426 3.697 
35 
HUMMV Light Moderate Heavy 
7.18 7.75 5.39 18.48 
2:78 6.69 9.52 7.55 
Time difference of first 4.71 4.82 9.05 7.13 
detections 
5.38 8.62 7.38 12.08 
10.55 9.18 9.98 16.16 
2.59 8.35 8.65 7.58 
HUMMV Light Moderate Heavy 
' 
0 0 0 18 
0 0 2 i3 
# of kill~\ by scouts 0 0 2 19 
- 0 0 2 17 
0 0 I 19 
0 0 2 19 
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f== NPS Simulation Runs ! ·-·----r·· FSV HMMWV Light Moderate Heavy 
6.702 6.262 7.3 7.03 
6.418 5.832 6.154 6.706 
Average range of 6.083 6.877 6.665 7.283 
detection 
r---· 
6.284 6.056 6.805 6.837 
6.494 6.456 6.553 6.837 
5.641 6.992 6.774 7.068 
HMMWV Light Moderate Heavy 
22 39 71 71 
35 67 66 57 
Total # detected by 29 57 74 62 
U.S. scouts 
21 63 84 55 
27 54 55 63 
16 59 65 57 
HMMWV Light Moderate Heavy 
2 5 5 4 
1 6 4 5 
U.S. Scout survivors I 7 5 7 
3 8 6 5 
2 7 4 6 
3 7 4 4 
HMMWV Light Moderate Heavy 
3.798 3.175 3.549 4.302 
3.228 2.805 2.616 4.123 
Average range of 3.466 3.297 J.987 4.074 
U.S. scouts detected 
by IRAQ 
3.558 2.994 4.256 4.06J 
3.679 3.545 3.855 4.216 




HMM\VV l Light . I MotierRte Heavy 
.._ ............. ~·""· 
-
~-~.J~ .... ----
1.21 ' 5.75 12.44 11.34 
6.22 4.94 l0.11 14.64 
-· Time difference of 6.74 5.15 9.08 17.48 
first detections 
--. 3.41 3.77 12.99 14.81 
5.07 5.97 6.75 7.31 
1.38 8.05 9.77 15.97 
HMMWV Light Moderate Heavy 
0 0 10 23 
0 0 5 31 
# of kills by scouts 0 0 6 31 
0 0 6 19 
-0 0 8 25 
0 0 4 23 
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APPENDIX B. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
_... 
= 
Fort Knox Simulation Runs 
MOE I: Single Factor- Avg range of detections 
I --SUMMARY 
r. 
Groups Count Sum Average Variance 
.. 
.. _ 
HUMMV 6 32.i08 5.451 0.1606 
Light 6 34.391 5.732 0.0667 
--·--
Moderate 6 37.724 l 6.287 0.0253 +----· .. '· L-~~29~~~ Heavy 6 36.967 6.161 f-------
' 
. !\NOVA 
Source of Va~iation ss df MS F P-value F t-'rit 
. 
Between Groups 2.6854 3 0.8951 6.5839 0.0028 3.0984 
Within Groups 2. 7191 20 0.1360 
Total 5.4045 23 -i 
-· 
~-





Groups Cot1n! Sum Average Variance 
HUMMV 6 251 41.833 157.3•.)67 
- --Light 6 415 69.167 258.5667 
-
-
Moderate 6 403 67.167 92.96o7 




··-~-- ·- ..... ~ ANOVA ·I J 
....... - • .;~! 
Source of Varilltion ss df MS F P-\'tlltit! Fail · 
Between Groups 3106.6667 3 1035.5556 5.2522 0.0073 1.0984 : 
- -----Within Groups 3943.3333 20 197.1667 
--+---Total 7050 23 
)9 
MOE 3: Singie Factor-# of survivors 
-
SUMMARY 
Groups Count Sum Avt!raRe Variance 
. 
HUMMV 6 3 0.500 lJ.3000 
Light 6 42 7.000 4.0000 
Muderate 6 25 4.167 4.1667 
Heavy 6 43 7.167 2.5667 
ANOVA 
Source of Variatirn · ~s df MS F P-value Fcril 
. . 
Between Groups 175.'/917 3 58.5972 21.2437 0.0000 3.0984 
Within Groups 55.1667 20 2.7583 
' 
j 
Total 230.9583 23 
' 
-MOE::· Single Factor - Average range of scouts bdng detected 
SUMMARY I 
-(imups ('oum Sum Avaage J ·arianc:e 
,_, 
HUMMV 6 22.898 3.816 0.0243 
- ·-Light 0 21.561 3.594 0.2340 
·- Moderat~ 6 20.740 I 3.457 O.l CJ50 
. 
Heav)' (> 18.9QO 3. t6S 04579 
--.. -
·-ANOVA 
Source of Varia/ion ss elf A., IS F 1'-\'llllll:: /·· cnt 
-~ 
Bet ~veen Groups 1.3360 j 044~3 I 9552 0 lSH 3 0984 
- -W.i!_hin Grm.a2_s l 4.5554 20 02278 
I ,__ __ 
··--i Total ... _ ... r 5 s9t4 -- ·- --23 
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MOE 5: Single Factor- Time difference offirst detections 
SUMMARY 
-
Groups Count Sum Aver~. •e Variance 
HUMMV 6 33.190 5.532 8.9648 
Light 6 45.410 7.568 2.5345 
-
Moderate 6 49.970 8.328 2.8611 
Heavy 6 68.980 11.497 24.1676 
ANOVA 
,\'mm:e t~f Variation ss df MS F P-va/ue F c:r it 
Between Groups ll0.3975 3 36.7992 I 3.8205 0 0259 3.0984 
Within Groups 192.6398 20 9.6320 
Total 303.0373 21 
MOE 6: Single Factor-# of kills 
. 
SUMMARY 
(iroup.<i ( 'ozmt Sum AveraKt' l'ctrimtet.' 
HUMMV 6 0 0.000 0 
·~ 
Light 6 0 0.000 0 
Moderate 6 9 l.SOO 07 





Smttt ·.: of Variation S.\' df MS F P-''t.dttt' F crit 
- . 
Between Groups 1309.5 3 436.5 281 6129 00000 3 0984 
--- - -Within GrouJ>S 3 i 20 1 55 
- --.. ..~~~ 
~ ...... - >¥' 
- --...-Total 1340 5 23 
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NPS Simulation Runs 
MOE I: Single Factor- Avg range !lf detections 
SUMrv:lARY 
1--
Groups Comlt Sum Averflge Variance 
HMMWV 6 37.622 6.270 0.138 
Light 6 38.475 6.413 0.208 l 
- ---Moderate 6 40.251 6.709 0.139 
Heavy 6 41.761 6.960 0.043 
ANOVA 
Source of Variation ss df MS F ?-value Fcrit 
Between Groti:.:ls 1.7084 3 0.5695 . 4.3104 0.0169 3.0984 
Within Groups 2.6424 20 0.1321 
~ I Total 4.3508 23 
·-MOE 2: Single F~;;tor- #of detections 
SUMMARY 
l Groups Count Sum A~·erage Variance 
HMMWV 6 ISO 15.000 45.200 
Light 6 339 56.500 94.300 
-Moderate 6 415 69.167 94.967 
1--
Heavy 6 3A5 60.833 34.567 
- ·-ANOVA 
Source of Variation ss df MS F l'-valttt' F cril 
Between Groups 6713.4583 3 2237.81941 31.2720 0.0000 3.0984 
Within Groups 1345. I 667 20 ----,·" --67.2)83 -r· . 
Total 8058.6250 23 
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MOE 3: Single Factor-# of survivors 
SUMMARY 
Groups Count Sum Averuge Variance 
HMMWV 6 12 2.000 0.8000 
Light 6 40 6.667 1.0667 
Moderate 6 28 4.667 0.6667 
Heavy 6 31 5.167 1.3667 
ANOVA 
Source of Variation ss df A1S F P-value F c:ril 
Between Groups 68.1250 3 22.7083 23.2906 0.0000 3.0984 
Within Groups 19.5000 20 0.9750 
Total 87.6250 23 
MOE 4: Single Factor- Average range of scouts being detected 
SUMMARY 
Groups ('otml Sum Average Varicmcr 
HMMWV 6 21.265 3.544 0.0378 
Light 6 I 9. 152 3.192 0.0691 
-
Moderate 6 22.279 3.713 0.3424 




Source f?( J 'ariation .\:\' df AIS ;: / 1-l'allll! F cril 
Between C?roups 2.2742 3 0.7581 5.7244 0.00~4 J 0984 
Wjtltin Groups 2.6485 20 O.IJ24 
----Total 4.9227 23 
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MOE 5: Single Factor- Time difference of first detections 
SUMMARY 
(/roups Count Sum Average Variance 
HMMWV 6 24.030 4.005 5.7155 
Light 6 33.630 5.605 2.0298 
Moderate 6 61.140 10.190 5.2302 
Heavy 6 81.550 13.592 13.5777 
ANOVA 
Source of Variation ss df MS F P-value Fcrit 
Between Groups 343.6482 3 114.5494 17.2559 0.0000 3.0984 
Within Groups 132.7654 20 6.6383 
. 
Total 476.4136 23 
MOE 6: Single Factor-# of kills 
SUMMARY 
Groups ( 'ount Sum Average f 'aricmcl! 
HMMWV 6 0 0.000 0.0000 
Light 6 0 0000 0.0000 
Moderate 6 39 6.500 4.7000 
Heavy 6 I ~2 .25.333 23.0667 
ANOVA 
Smm:e of J 'ariatioll ss cff !viS ,.. f'~,·a/ue F crit 
Between Groups 2584.1250 3 861.3750 124.0876 0.0000 3 0984 
Within Groups 138 8333 20 6 Q417 
Total 2722.9583 .., .. .w.J 
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APPENDIX C. SCHEFFE'S METHOD OF MULTIPLE COMPARISONS 
A. FORT KNOX SIMULATION RUNS 
1. Ave•-agt range of detection by U.S. scouts 
L = 5.73 + 6.16 + 6.29 _ S.4S = 0_61 
3 
.-----------·----:: 
( I)~ (I)~ (1)~ , - + - + +(-It 
0.1359 3 3 3 
6 
= 0.1738 
K = ~F(.95~3.20] = ~3(3.10) = 3.0496 
E= o.61 ±(3.0496)(0.1738) = o.61 ± o.53 
2. Total number detected by U.S. scouts 
L = 67.17 + 67.83 + 69.17 _ 4 LS3 = 26_23 
3 
'cr +cr +cr +(-I)~ 
197.17 3 3 3 :.::6.62 
6 
}\ = ~3/'l-95~3.20] = .[3(3.10) ~ 3.0496 
E = 26.23 ±(l0496X6.62) = 26.23 ± 2o.19 
J. U.S. scouc survivors 




K = ~3F[.95;3,20] = ~3(3.10) = 3.0496 
· E= 5.61 ±(3.0496xo.7s3) = 5.61 ± 2.39 
4. Average range of detection of U.S. scouts 
St= f. 
L = 3.82 - 3.17 + 3.46 + 3.59 = 0.41 
3 
~~~------------~-( ))~+(I)~ +(1)~ +(-l)~j l,
0.227 3 3 6 3 = 0.225 
K = ~3rf9s).2o] = ~3(3.10) = 3.0496 
E = o.4t ± ( 3.0496 X o.22s) = o.4t ± o.69 
5. Tin1c diffes-ence of first detections 
S,= I. 
L = 1!.50+ 8.33 + 7.57 _ S.SJ:: 160 
3 
( '): (')~ (')~ ( l)~ 9.63" 3 + 3 + 3 + -
6 
::.: 1.46 
K = J3i-f9s;J~io) = j:i(3~ o) = 104% 
i~ = 160 ± (3.0496)(1.46) = 160 ± 4.46 
6. Number of kills by tJ.S. scouts 
I. = 0.00 + 1.50 _.. 175 _ O.OO = 6 33 
3 
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. r ur +(j)' +C)' +(-1)' 
•\J ~ J.St 6 ~ 0.59 
K = ~3F[.95;3,20) = ~3(3.10) = 3.0496 
E= 6.33 ± (Jo496Xo.ss7) = 6.33 ± 1.so 
B. NPS SIMULATION RUNS 
1. Average range of detection by U.S. scouts 
S~= I. 
L~ 6.41+6.71+6.96 _ 6.27 =0.42 
3 
( 1)~ (~')~ (11~ ' . + + ) +(-It 
0.1321 3 3 3/ 
6 
:::0.171 
K = J3rl95;3,2o) = ~3{11o) = 3.0496 
i} = o.42 ±(3.0496Xo.t7t) = 0.42 ± o.s2 
2. Total number detected by U.S. scouts 
I.= 56.50 + 60.~3 + 69.17 _ 2S.OO = 37.17 
3 
=: 3.87 
K = J311.9s~i:2o) = J~i."lo) = 104% 
P. = 37.17 ± (3.0496Xls7):.:: 37.17 ± t1.79 
47 
3. U.S. scout survivors 
S,= I. 
L = 4.67 + 5.17 + 6.67 _ 2.00 = 150 
3 
(1)2 (1)2 (J)~ ( 1r 0.9750 3 + 3 + l 3 + -
6 
= 0.465 
K = J3F(.95),20] = J3(3.IO) = 3.0496 
E = 1so ± (1o496X o.46s) = 1so ± t42 
4. Average range of detections of U.S. scouts 
L:; 4.05 + 3.71 + 3.19-3.54 = 0.106 
3 
( l\~ (')~ (t)~ ' 3) + 3 + 3 +(-If 
6 
:; 0.172 
K = ,J3F{.95;3,20) = Jil.).IO) = 3.0496 
iJ= 0.11 ±(3.0496)(0.172):::: 0.11 ±0.53 
5. Time difference of first detections 
I.::: 5.61+ 10.19 + 13.59 _ 4.0I = S.79 
3 
S1 .• = o.6J 
(') : + ( I) : + ( ~): + (-I): 
.3 3 .1 
6 
= 1.215 
K = J31·1 95;J.io] = J~ilo) = 10496 
E= S.79 ±(304%X1.2l5) = s 79 ± J 71 
48 
6. Number of kills by U.S. scouts 
SJ::: I. 
L ::: 0.00 + 6.50 + 25.33 _ O.OO ::: I 0_61 
3 
(1)2 (')2 (')2 ' - + . + + ( -1)" 
6.942 3 3 3 = 1.242 
6 
K = ~3F(.95;3,20] = ~3(3.10) = 3.0496 
E= 10.61 ±(3.0496){1.242) = 10.61 ± 3.79 
49 
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APPENDIX D. TUKEY'S METHOD OF MULTIPLE COMPARISONS 
A. FORT KNOX SIMULATIONS 
1. Average range of detections by U.S. scouts 
Q.os( 4.20) = 3 96 
S- = /01359 = 0.1505 
r, ~ 6 
T.us == (3.96)(0 1505} = 0.60 
HMMWV Light Heavy Moderate 
t2,vg range of detection 5.45 5 73 6.16 6.29 
where the lines represent the difference of the means that are less than the To$ value. 
These Hnes represent the results that are not significantly different from each other. 
2. Total number of detections by U.S. scouts 
S,. = {T97 I 7 = S.73 
· v6 
l1n = (3 96)(5 73) = 22 70 
HMMWV Mod Heavy Light 
# of detections 41 833 67 167 67.833 69.167 
Sl 
3. U.S. scout survivors 
s. :;;: ~2· 76 :;;: 0.68 
r, 6 
T.o5 = (3.96)(0.68) = 2.69 
HMMWV Mod Light 
# of survivors 0.500 4 167 7.000 
4. Average range of U.S. scouts being detected by Iraqi forces 
Avg range of scouts 
being detected 
s. :;;: ~0·23 = 0.20 
Y, 6 
T OS= (3.96)(0.20) = 0.77 
Heavy Mod 
3.165 3 457 
5. Time diR'ereuce of fint detections 
s. = ./963 = t27 
r, v 6 








HMMWV Light Mod Heavy 
Time difference of first 5.532 7.568 8328 11.497 
detections 
6. Number of kills by U.S. scouts 
s = J l.S5 = 0 51 
r, 6 
T o5:::: {3 96)(0 5 I)= 2.01 
HMMWV Light Mod Heavy 
#of kills 0.000 0.000 I 500 17.500 
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B. NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL SIMULATIONS 
l. Average rang~ of detections by U.S. scouts 
S = JO.IJ~l = 0.15 
r, 6 
To~= (3 96)(0 15) = 0 59 
HMMWV Ltght 
A vg range of detection 6.270 6413 
2. Total number of detections by U.S. scouts 
u of dere\:tlons 
sr, = {67~26 = 3.35 
T,j, = (J Q6)(3 35) = 13 26 
HMMWV Light 
25.000 56 500 
J. U.S. scout sua-vivors 
·\ ~· P·:75 :: o.4o 




60.833 69 167 
HMMWV Mod Heavy Light 
# of survivors 2.000 4.667 5.167 6 667 
4. Average range of U.S. scouts being detected by Iraqi forces 
s =~01324 =0.15 ), 6 
T o5 = (3 96)(0 15) = 0.59 
Light HMMWV Mod Heavy 
A vg range of scouts 3.192 3.544 3.713 4.046 
being detected 
5. Time difference of first detect!ons 
s ~ ~-64- = 105 
f, 6 
To' = ( 3 96 )(l OS) = 4 17 
HMMWV Light Mod Heavy 
.. 
Time difrercnce of 4 005 s 605 10190 13 592 
tirst detections 
55 
... !1110( .... .,. .. ,_,, ___ """-_____________ .. _______________________________ . ----
6. Number of kills by U.S. scouts 
# ofkilis 
S. = /_6.94 = \ oo 
• l: ~ 6 I. 0 







APPENDIX E. HIERARCHICAL ADDITIVE WEIGHTING METHOD 
A. FORT KNOX SIMULATION RUNS 
1. Average range of U.S. detections 
HMMWV Light Moderate Heavy Priority 
HMMWV 1 1 liS 115 0.1145 
Light 1 I I I 0.2395 
Moderate 5 1 I 1 0.3230 
Heavy 5 l 1 l 0.3230 
2. Total number detected by U.S. ~couts 
HMMWV Light Moderate Heavy Priority 
HMMWV I 1/5 1/5 1/5 0.0625 
~ 
Light 5 l I I 0.3125 
-
-
Moderate 5 1 1 l 0.3125 
Heavy 5 1 I 1 0.3125 
3. U.S. scout survivors 
HMMWV Light Moderate Heavy Priority 
HMMWV I 1/5 1/5 l/5 0.0616 
-~ 
Light 5 l 5 l 0.3981 
Moderate s liS I liS 0.1418 
1--·-
·-Heavy 5 l 5 1 0.3981 
4. Average range of ll.S. scouts detected by Iraqi forces 
HMMWV Light Moderate Heavy Priority 
-
HMMWV I t 1 I 0.25 
- -Lis..ht I I I I 0.25 
-·-· Moderate I I I I 0.25 
,--
Heavy I I I I 0.25 
57 
5. Time difference of first detection 
HMMWV Li ht Moderate Hea Priorit 
HMMWV I I 1/5 0.1719 
Li ht I 0.2343 
Moderate 1 I 0.2343 
Hea 5 0.3594 
6. Number of kills by U.S. scouts 
HMMWV Li ht Moderate Hea Priorit 
HMMWV 1 1 115 0.125 
Lt ht I l/5 0.125 
Moderate l 1 1/5 0 1:25 
Hea 5 5 5 0.625 
B. NPS SIMULATION RUNS 
l. Average range of U.S. detections 
HMMWV Li ht Moderate Hea Priorit 
HMMWV I I 115 0.172 
Li 'ht I I I 0.234 
Moderate 0.234 
Hea 5 0.359 
2. Total number detected by lJ.S. scouts 
HMMWV L; ht Moderate Hea Priorit· 
HMMWV J/5 1/5 1/5 0.0625 
Li 'ht 5 I I 0.3125 
Moderate 5 I 0.3125 
He:: 5 I 0.3125 
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3. U.S. scout survivors 
HM:MWV Li ht Moderate Hea Priorit 
HMMWV I 115 1/5 115 0.059 
Li ht 5 I 5 0.434 
Moderate 5 I/5 0.2I2 
Hea 5 0.295 
4. Average range of U.S. scouts detected by Iraqi forces 
HM:MWV Li ht Moderate Hea Priorit 
HMMWV I I I 0.234 
u ht 1/5 0.172 
Moderate 0,234 
Hea 5 0.360 
5. Time difference of first detections 
HMMWV Li ht Moderate Hea Priorit 
HMMWV I l/5 1/5 0.083 
Li ht I I/5 115 0.083 
Moderate 5 5 I o.4n 
He a 5 5 1 0.417 
6. Number of kills by U.S. scouts 
HMMWV Li ht Moderate Heav Priorit 
·--HMMWV I 1/5 l/5 0.0805 
Li ht 1 1/5 1/5 0.0805 
. 
Moderate s 5 l 1/5 0.279 
I-lea 5 5 5 0.560 
------------·-------------------------·----· ... 
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